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In 1779, when genteel Virginia spinster Roxanna Rowan arrives at the Kentucky
fort commanded by Colonel Cassius McLinn, she finds that her officer father has
died. Penniless and destitute, Roxanna is forced to take her father's place as
scrivener. Before long, it's clear that the colonel himself is attracted to her. But
she soon realizes the colonel has grave secrets of his own-some of which have to
do with her father's sudden death. Can she ever truly love him? Readers will be
enchanted by this powerful story of love, faith, and forgiveness from reader
favorite Laura Frantz. Her solid research and deft writing immerse readers in the
world of the early frontier while her realistic characters become intimate friends.
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Editorial Review

Review
"This third novel by Laura Frantz is a tour de force. Riveting plotline, dynamic characters, and flawless
historical accuracy will vividly transport the reader to another time and place...Readers will be left at the
edge of their seats for hours. Even though the novel is over four hundred pages, the reader is still left
wanting more...quite an accomplishment for any author."
~Libraries Alive

Publisher's Weekly:

Frantz (The Frontiersman's Daughter) manages to neatly tie and untie a tough plot knot, and Roxie
and Cass are both well-characterized. The message is Christian and redemptive, but it's not piled on
with piety, and the romance is sensual enough within Christian fiction constraints. Frantz has also
done her historical homework, building a setting that shows how the times were not easy...a satisfying
and surprisingly subtle read. 

 CBD Editor's Pick
Family Fiction Readers' Choice Awards, Favorite Novel/Author

From the Back Cover
Can love survive the secrets kept buried within a tormented heart?

Roxanna Rowan may be a genteel Virginia woman, but she is determined to brave the wilds of the untamed
frontier to reach a remote Kentucky fort. Eager to reunite with her father, who serves under Colonel Cassius
McLinn, Roxanna is devastated to find that her father has been killed on a campaign.

Penniless and out of options, Roxanna is forced to remain at the fort. As she spends more and more time with
the fiery Colonel McLinn, the fort is abuzz with intrigue and innuendo. Can Roxanna truly know who the
colonel is--and what he's done?

Immerse yourself in this powerful story of love, faith, and forgiveness set in the tumultuous world of the
frontier in 1779.

Praise for Laura Frantz's Writing

"Vivid and poetic. . . . You'll disappear into another place and time."--Jane Kirkpatrick, bestselling author of
All Together in One Place and A Flickering Light

"Laura Frantz portrays the wild beauty of frontier life, along with its dangers and hardships, in vivid detail."-
-Ann H. Gabhart, author of The Outsider and The Seeker

"Frantz writes with an inherent beauty that graces every literary aspect of her story, from exquisite prose and
intricate characterization to meticulous historical detail and striking emotional connections. [Her writing]
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sets the standard in historical faith fiction."--RelzReviews

Laura Frantz credits her grandmother as being the catalyst for her fascination with Kentucky history.
Frantz's family followed Daniel Boone into Kentucky in the late eighteenth century and settled in Madison
County, where her family still resides. Frantz is the author of The Frontiersman's Daughter and Courting
Morrow Little and currently lives in the misty woods of Washington with her husband and two sons.

About the Author
Laura Frantz credits her grandmother as being the catalyst for her fascination with Kentucky history. Frantz's
family followed Daniel Boone into Kentucky in the late eighteenth century and settled in Madison County,
where her family still resides. Frantz is the author of The Frontiersman's Daughter and Courting Morrow
Little and currently lives in the misty woods of Washington with her husband and two sons.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Lorenzo Logan:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yeah, you
can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to take a
wander, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book titled The Colonel's
Lady? Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time with
your favorite's book, you can smarter than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have other opinion?

Tammy Pursell:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray a person, why because this The Colonel's Lady publication written
by well-known writer whose to say well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who else read
the book. Written throughout good manner for you, dripping every ideas and creating skill only for eliminate
your current hunger then you still hesitation The Colonel's Lady as good book not simply by the cover but
also through the content. This is one book that can break don't ascertain book by its handle, so do you still
needing yet another sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said so
why you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Elizabeth Frizzell:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
easier to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended to you is The Colonel's Lady this reserve consist a lot of the information in the condition of
this world now. This specific book was represented how can the world has grown up. The words styles that
writer use to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some analysis when he makes this
book. Honestly, that is why this book acceptable all of you.
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Philip Mejia:

A lot of reserve has printed but it differs. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can choose
the best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is called of book
The Colonel's Lady. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it may add
your knowledge and make a person happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about reserve. It
can bring you from one destination to other place.
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